
Speaking of summer, we’re very much hoping that we might be able to get out and about and take Simply 
Sheepish on the road so to speak next year. Not sure we’ll necessarily do any Christmas fairs as on the basis 
of 2020 the online orders tend to get very busy in the approach to the festive period, but from April/May 
through to perhaps August/September we’ll be looking to make the most of the fallow stretch once again, 
though in 2022 for real world sales rather than product development – after 2 summer seasons of working 
quite intensively from home it’s a truly liberating prospect… Might even see you in person at some shows?!!

Apart from a a few final rows of knitting on the prototypes, with the patterns planned, I think all we’ve really 
got to do before the knitting kits are good to go is finalize some kind of sheepy image to go on the 
packaging. We’ve already ordered the various needles and bodkins, vast amounts of wool, cellophane, 
paper, and boxes, all of which have added to our storage area under the stairs (Harry Potter eat your heart 
out) and in truth spill out into the lobby sometimes… We may or may not be aiding and abetting the 
nationwide cardboard crisis (to say nothing of, ahem, occasional Lego orders – my own personal experiment 
in eccentric income generation). If we were so inclined, what a fortification we could build! 🏰

Whatever flock you belong to, we hope this finds you safe and well.

Yours sheepishly, 

The Shepherd.

Emily’s counting sheep so I decided to be 
helpful/interfering and give myself a mental break 
from those other herd-related issues to which 
sadly none of us are immune… 

Other than the usual day to day worries about the  
impending epidemiological apocalypse, it’s been 
a quiet few months. Unsurprisingly, woolly things 
aren’t at the forefront of people’s minds in the 
summer! That said, we did have an encouraging 
series of card sales (admittedly these are less 
profitable due to our overall postage costs), and 
have stayed solvent thanks in part to a recent run 
of gift kits.

Summer though – echoing Emily’s admirable use 
of her furlough period last year – has proven a 
really good down-time opportunity for 
development. We’re on track to have three 
women’s ‘Winter Ready’ sets for sale shortly –
Cheviot (White), Shetland (Grey), Black Welsh 
Mountain (Black, obviously). It’s not impossible 
that we might do a men’s range at some point, 
plus patterns for little people, but that’s our 
achievable goal for now.

We’ve been trying to keep up a social media 
presence, and again the summer development 
period has been useful for generating (hopefully) 
reasonably attractive images. The presentational 
standard online is intimidatingly high!
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Orders have thankfully kept trickling in during our ‘Winter Ready’ 
development phase…

A couple of our social media images… Sheep made from sheep 
[pictured with their respective hats] and cute cats come in handy!
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